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Abstract
The -calculus provides a system of realizers for classical free (cf. natural) deduction in
the absence of disjunction. We identify two forms of disjunction, one derived from Gentzen’s
sequent calculus LJ and one from LK, and develop the corresponding metatheory for  extended
with disjunction. We describe a class of categorical models for the -calculus with each of
these disjunctions. Considering the calculus with LK-derived disjunction, , we establish the
standard metatheoretic properties and show that a class of continuations models of  can be
elegantly extended to . Comparing the two forms of disjunction, we show that any model
which identi9es them collapses to a trivial family of Boolean algebras. c© 2001 Elsevier Science
B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 03F03; 03G30; 03B05; 03B40; 68Q55
1. Introduction
It has been a longstanding challenge to 9nd a semantics for classical logic which
does not identify all proofs of a given formula. A major step forward in this direction
has been made by Parigot [18], who de9nes the -calculus, a system of realizers
for classical free (cf. natural) deduction. The -calculus extends the typed -calculus
by adding a mechanism for handling terms with multiple conclusions. The notion of
a type of a term remains, but Parigot adds names which denote the additional types
provided by the multiple conclusions. In this way, we obtain a judgement   t :A; .
Additional constructors make it possible to obtain a term which has as its type any of
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the types in the conclusions. This calculus is strongly normalizing and conFuent and
has the simply-typed -calculus as a subsystem. Moreover, there is a term   t : if
and only if the sequent → is classically provable.
Semantically, the analysis of classical logic provided by the -calculus breaks the
isomorphism between interpretations of the formulHA and ¬¬A; instead, the canonical
map A→¬¬A has a retraction. This asymmetry reFects the sensitivity of the semantics
not merely to consequences    but also to the structure of their realizing proofs,
  t :. From this point of view, one should not expect the interpretations of   A; 
and   ¬¬A;  to be isomorphic (cf. [6]).
Ong [17] de9nes a categorical model of the -calculus in a generic way as a
9bration in which the base context models change of names and each 9bre over ,
where  is a named context, contains terms which have exactly the names in . In
[12], it is shown that the categorical models based on continuations and 9brations are
equivalent.
The classical features of the -calculus have been used to model continuations in
functional programming languages. On a syntactic level, the earlier work of Felleisen
et al. [2–4] considered the relationship between control operators and structural prop-
erties of the kind found in classical logic. Hofmann [11] described -calculi with con-
tinuations where a continuation of type A is modelled by the type ¬A, and the transfer
from A to ¬¬A is used to form a continuation of type A, and the transfer from ¬¬A to
A is used to evaluate a continuation. Hofmann and Streicher give in [12] a description
how to use the -calculus to model continuations. Using the classical equivalence
of ¬¬A and A, they interpret a term   t :A;  as a term ;¬  t′ :A. They ex-
tend this description to the semantics by constructing a category-theoretic model of the
-calculus based on this interpretation.
This paper provides a detailed analysis of disjunction in the -calculus. Using
algebraic methods, we are able to expose the contribution of disjunction to the col-
lapse to Boolean algebras of denotational models of classical proofs. There are two
possible ways of adding disjunctions to the -calculus, both of which correspond to
full classical disjunction. The 9rst is based on the single-conclusioned formulation of
disjunction: we add the sum types of the -calculus into the -calculus. Correspond-
ingly, this way of adding disjunction is modelled in Ong’s model by co-products in the
9bre. The second uses the multiple-conclusioned formulation of disjunction; it formal-
izes the ∨R-rule of LK in the -calculus. Although both formulations of disjunction
have the same proof-theoretic strength, we show that if the two versions are modelled
by isomorphic types, then the model collapses to a trivial family of Boolean algebras.
The LK-derived disjunction has a very natural interpretation in the continuations model,
whereas the interpretation of the single-conclusioned disjunction is not obvious.
We begin in the next section by discussing the -calculus and extensions for
single-conclusioned as well as for multiple-conclusioned disjunction. In Section 3.1, we
give categorical descriptions of both extensions in the setting of 9brations, establishing
soundness and completeness results in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, we describe a class
of concrete, computationally motivated models by extending Hofmann and Streicher’s
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continuations model to account for disjunction. We observe that whilst the LK-derived
disjunction can be interpreted very naturally in continuations, the interpretation of the
LJ-derived disjunction is somewhat contrived. Finally, in Section 4, we show that any
model in which the two disjunctions are isomorphic collapses to a trivial family of
Boolean algebras.
2. The -calculus
The -calculus has been presented in [18–20] and we have discussed many aspects
of its proof theory in [23,25]. In this section, we brieFy introduce  and describe our
extensions of  to include disjunction. We give two versions: (i) the ⊕-calculus
based on single-conclusioned rules for disjunction; and (ii) the -calculus based on
multiple-conclusioned rules for disjunctions (cf. [23]).
The -calculus provides a term calculus for the ⊃-fragment of classical propo-
sitional free (cf. natural) deduction: i.e., realizers for a calculus in which multiple-
conclusioned sequents can be derived without impure constraints [1]. Consequently,
the form of the typing judgement in the -calculus is   t :A; , where  is a con-
text familiar from the typed -calculus and  is a context containing types indexed
by names, 
; ; : : :, distinct from variables. These types are written as A
, etc. The
relationship of this typing judgement with classical logic, the “propositions-as-types
correspondence”, is simply stated as follows: there is a term t such that
x1 :A1; : : : ; xm :Am  t :A; B11 ; : : : ; Bnn
is provable if and only if
A1 ∧ · · · ∧ Am ∧ ¬B1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬Bn⊃A
is a classical propositional tautology.
The idea for the term calculus is that each -sequent has exactly one active, or
principal, formula, A, on the right-hand side, i.e., the leftmost one, which is the formula
upon which all introduction and elimination rules operate. This formula is the type of
the term t. The basic grammar of  is as follows:
t ::= x |  x :A:t | tt | [
]t | 
:t:
The corresponding inference rules are given in Fig. 1.
The term [
]t realizes the introduction of a name. The term 
:[]t realizes the
exchange operation:
  t :B; A
; 
  
:[]t :A; B;  Exchange
i.e., if A
 was part of “side-context” of the succedent before the exchange, then A is
the principal formula of the succedent after the exchange. Taken together, these terms
also provide a notation for the realizers of contractions and weakenings on the right of
a multiple-conclusioned calculus. It is also easy to detect whether a formula B in the
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Fig. 1. Rules for well-typed -terms.
Fig. 2. Conjunctive rules for well-typed -terms.
right-hand side is, in fact, superFuous, i.e., there is a derivation of   t :A; ′ where
′ does not contain B; it is superFuous if  is not a free name in t. The negation of
a formula A is modelled in the -calculus as A⊃⊥, and the two rules for ⊥ express
the fact that ⊥ can be added and removed to the succedent at any time.
The variation presented below has two aspects. Firstly, in addition to implicational
types, we include both conjunctive (product) and disjunctive types. The addition of the
conjunctive types follows the standard method for adding products to the simply-typed
-calculus. The addition of disjunctive types requires a more subtle approach.
For the conjunctive types we add the following constructs to the grammar for terms
t ::= 〈t; t〉 | (t) | ′(t):
The rules of inference associated with these terms are given in Fig. 2.
The key point in the addition of disjunctive types is naturally explained in the setting
of the multiple-conclusioned sequent calculus. One possible formulation, with a single
active concluding formula, and in which our use of the symbol ⊕ implies no association
with linear logic [7],
→Ai; 
→A1 ⊕ A2;  i=1; 2
follows intuitionistic logic yielding the usual addition of sums (co-products) to the
realizing -terms:
t ::= inl(t) | inr(t) | case t of inl(x)⇒ u⊕ inr(y)⇒ v:
It follows that the inference rules for ⊕ are those given in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Disjunctive rules for well-typed ⊕-terms.
Fig. 4. Disjunctive rules for well-typed -terms.
We propose an alternative formulation, based on that found in Gentzen’s classical
sequent calculus LK [5] and also in Dummett’s multiple-conclusioned intuitionistic
sequent calculus [1], which exploits the presence of multiple conclusions,
→A1; A2; 
→A1 ∨ A2;  :
This formulation is the more desirable as a basis for proof-search as it maintains a
local representation of the global choice between A1 and A2; see [24].
Informally, we will refer to the LJ-derived disjunction in  as “intuitionistic” dis-
junction and the LK-derived one as “classical”, although both provide proof terms for
full classical disjunction.
For the -calculus, the latter formulation presents a new diOculty. Suppose the
-sequent
  t :A; B; 
is to be the premiss of the ∨I rule. In forming the disjunctive active formula A ∨ B,
we move the named formula B from the context to the active position. Consequently,
∨I is formulated as a binding operation and we introduce the following additional
constructs, to form the grammar of -terms:
t ::= 〈〉t | :t:
The term :t introduces a disjunction and the term 〈〉t eliminates one. The associated
inference rules are given in Fig. 4.
The de9nition of the reduction rules requires not only the standard substitution t[s=x],
but also a substitution for names t[s=[
]u], which intuitively indicates the term t with
all occurrences of a subterm of the form [
]u replaced by s. To de9ne this notion, we
need the notion of a term with holes. Such a term C with holes of type A is a -term
which may have also the additional term constructor with the rule   : A; . The
term C(u) denotes the term C with the holes textually (with possible variable capture)
replaced by u. Then we de9ne t[C(u)=[
]u], where 
 is a name and u is a metavariable,
by
x[C(u)=[
]u] = x;
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([
]t)[C(u)=[
]u] =C(t[C(u)=[
]u]);
(〈
〉t)[[C(u)=[
]u]] = :C(
:[]〈
〉t[C(u)=[
]u])
and de9ned on all other expressions by pushing the replacement inside. If we were to
push the substitution through in the clause for 〈
〉t, the substitution lemma would
fail: the term :[
]〈
〉x is well-formed if x is of type A ∨ (B⊃C). If the term
(:[
]〈
〉x)[[
′]us=[
]u] were de9ned as :[
′](〈
〉xs), we would obtain an ill-formed
term.
Parigot gives only reduction rules for -reduction. Universal properties require the
existence of unique mediating maps and consequently, for the usual extensional form
of categorical semantics, we need extensionality, i.e., the -rules, to ensure that there is
just one term corresponding to this unique map. We introduce here the -rules as ex-
pansions, meaning that each term of functional type is transformed into a -abstraction,
each term of product type into a pair and each term of sum type into a term :t′.
These -rules generate critical pairs which give rise to additional reduction rules. As an
example, consider the term t= [
]
:s, where 
 is a name of type A⊃B. This term can
reduce via an -expansion to [
] x: A:(
:t)x, and via a -rule to t. The de9nition of
the additional rule which resolves this critical pair proceeds by induction over the type
of the name. The terms involved in this rule are given in the following de9nition:
Denition 1. De9ne the generalized renaming of a -term t by a name , written
t{}, by induction over the type of the name  as follows:
Atomic type: (
:t){}= t[=
];
A→B: ( x: A:t){}= t{′}[[] x: A:u=[′]u] for some fresh name ′ if x occurs in
t{′} only within the scope of [′]u, otherwise ( x: A:t){} is unde9ned;
A ∧ B: If t= 〈t1; t2〉 and for some names 1 and 2 of type A and B, respectively,
t2{2} arises from t1{1} by replacing each subterm [1]s1 recursively by some subterm
[2]s2, then t{}= t1{1}[[]〈s1; s2〉=[1]s1];
A ∨ B: (
:t){}= t{′}[]
:u=[′]u] for some fresh name ′ if 
 occurs in t{′}
only within the scope of [′]u, otherwise (
:t){} is unde9ned.
The additional reduction rule, which is called , can now be stated as
 [
]t t{
}:
Note that this reduction rule specializes to the rule  if 
 is a name of atomic type.
All other reduction rules are given in Fig. 5.
Remark. To avoid loops during reduction, all -rules do not apply if the term t in
which the name 
 is changed is equal to 〈
〉t′, and 
 does not occur in t′.
Two key properties of reduction systems, such as that de9ned for  in Fig. 5, are
con:uence and strong normalization [15]. Local conFuence is the property that any
two one-step reducts of a term have a common reduct and con:uence is the property
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Fig. 5. Reduction rules of the -calculus.
that any two reducts of a term have a common reduct. Normalization is the property
that any term has a terminating reduction sequence and strong normalization is the
property that all reduction sequences for any given term are terminating.
Our 9rst lemma gives the local conFuence of , extending Parigot’s result for 
[19].
Lemma 2. The notion of reduction in the -calculus is locally con:uent.
Proof. We show that all critical pairs can be completed. For critical pairs arising from
the rules , ⊃ and  this is part of the conFuence of Parigot’s -calculus. We show
only a few characteristic cases for the rule -exp. The 9rst case is an overlap with the
⊃-rule. The term
u=(
: : : : [
]( x: A: : : : 
′: : : : [
′]t · · ·) · · ·)s
can reduce via ⊃ to

′: : : : [
′]( x: A: : : : 
′: : : : [
′]t · · ·)s · · ·
which in turn reduces via  and  to 
′: : : : [
′]t[s=x] · · · : The other reduction se-
quence via the additional rule is
u
-exp
 (
: : : : [
] x: A:t · · ·)s

 
′: : : : [
′]( x: A:t)s · · ·

 
: : : : :[
′]t[s=x] · · · :
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The second case we consider is the overlap of the -rule with the -expansion. This is
the case which gives rise to the additional reduction rule -exp. For this, consider the
term w= [
]
:t, which can be reduced via the -rule to t. The reduction sequence
via the rule -exp is as follows:
w
⊃
 [
]( x: A:(
:t)x)

 [
] x: A:
′:t[[
′]ux=[
]u]
-exp
 t[[
] x: A:ux=[
]u]
⊃
 ∗ t:
Next, we show strong normalization (SN) for . For this, we use the reducibility
method. Our proof is a combination of Parigot’s proof of strong normalization [20] for
the -calculus and of the SN-proof for the simply-typed -calculus with -expansions
by Ghani and Jay [9]. As we consider only a 9rst-order calculus and not a second-order
calculus as Parigot, we do not need the notion of reducibility candidates but can de9ne
the sets of reducible terms by induction over the type structure.
Denition 3. Assume   t: A; . By induction over the structure of types in A and
 we de9ne sets of reducible -terms of type A; , written Red(A; ), and for each
term   t: A;  closure terms of type A; , written clA;(t) or cl(t) for short, as
follows:
• If A and  are all atomic types or ⊥, then
Red(A; )= {t |  t: A;  and t is SN}
and clA;(t)= ∅.
• If one of the types in A or  is not a atomic type or ⊥, de9ne Red(A; ) to be the
set of all terms   t: A;  such that all terms in cl(t) are reducible.
• The set of closure terms clA;(t) is de9ned as the union of the sets
{ts | s ∈ Red(B; )} if A=B→C;
{(t); ′(t)} if A=B ∧ C;
{
:[]〈
〉t; 〈
〉t} if A=B ∨ C;
{(
:[]t)s | s ∈ Red(B; )} if 
B→C ∈ ;
{(
:[]t)); ′(
:[]t)} if 
B∧C ∈ ;
{:[$]〈〉
:[]t; 〈〉
:[]t} if 
B∨C ∈ :
Next, we de9ne the closure properties of the set of reducible terms. We de9ne
clnA;(t) to be the set of all terms tn such that there exists a sequence t0; t1; : : : ; tn with
ti ∈ cl(ti−1) and t= t0 for all 1≤ i≤ n.
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Lemma 4. Every set of reducible -terms has the following properties:
(S1) If t is reducible; then t is strongly normalizing;
(S2) For all variables x; each element in cln(x) is reducible;
(S3) • If t[s=x] is reducible; so is each element of cln( x: A:t);
• If t and s are reducible; so is each element of cln(〈t; s〉);
• If t[=
] is reducible; so is each element of cln(
:t);
(S4) If t is reducible; so is cln(
:[]t).
Proof. We split each of conditions S2–S4 into two conditions, which we prove by
induction, and which together imply the original conditions. We use simultaneous in-
duction over the types of A and  to show the following properties:
(S1) If t with   t: A;  for some  is reducible, then t is strongly normalizing;
(S2′) If for any element t of cln(x) with   t: A;  for some  all elements of
clm(t) are SN for any m≥ 0, then t is reducible;
(S2′′) If   x: A;  for some , then all elements of clm(x) are SN for any m≥ 0;
(S3′) • If all elements of clm( x: A:t) are SN for all m≥ 0; then each element of
cln( x: A:t) is reducible if   cln( x: B:t): A;  for some ;
• If all elements of clm(t) and clm(s) are SN for all m≥ 0, then each element
of cln(〈t; s〉) is reducible if   cln(〈t; s〉): A;  for some ;
• If all elements of clm(
:t) are SN, then each element of cln(
:t) is reducible
if   cln(
:t): A;  for some ;
(S3′′) • If    x: B:t: A;  for some  and t[s=x] is reducible for all reducible
  s: B; , then each element of clm( x: B:t) is SN;
• If   〈t; s〉: A;  for some  and t and s are reducible, then each element
of clm(〈t; s〉) is SN;
• If   
:t: A;  for some  and t[=
] is reducible for each name , then
each element of clm(
:t) is SN;
(S4′) If t is reducible and clm(
:[]t) is SN for all m≥ 0, then cln(
:[]t) is
reducible if   cln(
:[]t): A;  for some ;
(S4′′) If   t: A;  for some  and t is reducible, then clm(
:[]t) is SN for all
m≥ 0.
The induction proceeds now as follows:
(S1) If A and  are all atomic or ⊥, then t is SN by de9nition. If not, one does a
case analysis of A and . We consider here only the cases of A=B ∨ C and
A=B⊃C. In the 9rst case, if t ∗t′, then either 〈
〉t ∗〈
〉t′, or t′= 
:〈
〉t′′,
and t t′′ via all reduction rules except top-level -expansions. Hence, any
in9nite reduction sequence starting with t can be extended to an in9nite reduction
sequence of 〈
〉t. This is a contradiction because by induction hypothesis, 〈
〉t
is SN. Now assume A=B⊃C. Choose a variable x of type B which does
not occur freely in t. By S2′′ and S2′, x is reducible. Hence, by de9nition,
tx is reducible, and SN by S1 by induction hypothesis. Hence, all reduction
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sequences of t which do not involve outermost -expansions terminate. The
case of an outermost -expansion is treated in the same way as in the case of
A=B ∨ C;
(S2′) If A and  are all atomic or ⊥, the claim is trivial. If not, we have to show that
all elements of cln+1(x) are reducible. This follows directly from the induction
hypothesis;
(S2′′) Here we do an induction over m and use the fact that by induction hypothesis for
all reducible terms s which occur in clm(x), clk(s) is SN for all k. In particular,
the restriction of the -rules mentioned in the remark on page 7 prevents an
in9nite loop in the term (
:[]〈
〉x)s;
(S3′) Same argument as for S2′;
(S3′′) Here we again use induction over m. We consider only one case; all other cases
are similar. Consider a reduction sequence
(
:[]( x: B:t)s)u  
′[]( x: B:t[[
′]wu=[
]w])s[[
′]wu=[
]w]
 
′:[]t[[
′]wu=[
]w][s[[
′]wu=[
]w]=x]
= 
′:[]t[s=x][[
′]wu=[
]w]
for an element of cl2( x: A:t). By induction hypothesis (S1) (
:[]s)u,
(
:[]( x: A:t)x)u and 
′:[]t[s=x][[
′]wu=[
]w] are SN. Hence (
:[]( x:
B:t)s)u is SN;
(S4′) Same argument as for [S2′];
(S4′′) One shows that any in9nite reduction sequence for s ∈ clm(
:[]t) yields an
in9nite reduction sequence for an element of clm(t), which is SN by the induction
hypothesis (S1).
The key theorem states that every term is reducible. For this we need a generalized
induction hypothesis which includes all possible substitutions of reducible terms for
free variables and all mixed substitutions for free names. Mixed substitutions arise
as contracta of the -rules in the same way as the ordinary substitution arises as a
contractum of the -rule.
Theorem 5. For each -term t such that   t: A;  and reducible terms si and ui;
all terms
t[si=xi; [
′j]wuj=[
j]w; [

′
k ](u)=[
k ]u;
[
′m]
′(u)=[
m]u; [
′n]〈n〉u=[
n]u; r=
r]
are reducible; where the names 
j; 
k ; 
m and 
n range over all subsets of names
in  of implication type; conjunction type; conjunction type and disjunction type
respectively and each of the 
m is di?erent from each of the 
k . The names 
r form
some subset of the names in .
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Proof. We write f for the substitution
[si=xi; [
′j]wuj=[
j]w; [

′
k ](u)=[
k ]u;
[
′m]
′(u)=[
m]u; [
′n]〈n〉u=[
n]u; r=
r]
and write t[f] for the application of the substitution f to t. The proof proceeds by
induction over the derivation of t.
xi: Obvious, as xi[f] = si, which is reducible by assumption.
 x: A:t: By induction hypothesis t[f; s=x] is reducible for every reducible term s,
hence ( x: A:t)[f] is reducible by S3.
ts: By induction hypothesis, t[f] and s[f] are reducible, hence by de9nition
of reducibility t[f]s[f] = (ts)[f] is reducible.

A:t: By induction hypothesis, t[f] is reducible. Hence by S4, 
:t[f] is re-
ducible as well.
[
A]t: If 
 occurs in f only as part of a substitution [=
] or not at all, then
([
]t)[f] = [
](t[f]) or [](t[f]), depending whether 
 occurs in f or
not. By induction hypothesis all elements of cl(t[f]) are reducible. Be-
cause cl([
](t[f]))⊆ cl(t[f]) and cl([](t[f]))⊆ cl(t[f]), respectively,
[
]t[f] is reducible. So now assume that 
 does occur in f in a diRerent
position. In this case :(([
]t)[f]) is an element of cl(t[f]), hence it is
reducible by induction hypothesis.
〈t; s〉: By induction hypothesis, t[f] and s[f] are reducible, hence by S3,
〈t[f]; s[f]〉 is reducible.
(t), ′(t): By induction hypothesis, t[f] is reducible, hence (t[f]) and ′(t[f])
are reducible by de9nition.

:t: By induction hypothesis, t[f; =
] is reducible. Hence property S3 now
implies the claim.
〈〉t: By induction hypothesis, t[f] is reducible, and hence by de9nition 〈〉t[f]
is reducible, too.
Finally, we obtain the desired result as a corollary.
Corollary 6. All well-typed -terms are SN.
Now we are in a position to deduce conFuence from local conFuence and termination
via Newman’s Lemma [15].
Theorem 7. The -calculus is con:uent.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward application of Newman’s Lemma, which states
that a locally conFuent and terminating notion of reduction is conFuent.
We conclude this proof–theoretic section with an account of the metatheory of the
⊕-calculus, i.e.,  with the LJ-derived disjunction ⊕. The addition of ⊕ works
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similarly to the addition of disjunctive type A ∨ B, which we have just described.
Accordingly, we restrict our account to a brief summary.
We have already given the typing rules, and the additional reduction rules are the
expected ones, namely the +-rules
case inl(t) of inl(x)⇒ u⊕ inr(y)⇒ v u[t=x]
case inr(t) of inl(x)⇒ u⊕ inr(y)⇒ v v[t=y]
and the -rule for sum types
t case t of inl(x)⇒ inl(x) ⊕ inr(y)⇒ inr(y)
with the term t appropriately restricted to avoid failure of strong normalization. Apart
from these reduction rules we have additional equations, the commuting conversions,
which arise as a consequence of the interaction of the case-statement with the structural
operators of the -calculus. Ghani [8] shows that the -calculus with these rules for
sum types is strongly normalizing and conFuent when we consider terms modulo the
equivalence relation generated by the commuting conversions.
Ghani’s rewrite system for disjunction [8] pushes case-statements in front of the
term. To keep this property in the ⊕-calculus, we add the two -reduction rules

:case t of inl(x)⇒ u⊕ inr(y)⇒ v case t of inl(x)
⇒ 
:u⊕ inr(y)⇒ 
:v
and
[
] case tof inl(x)⇒ u⊕ inr(y)⇒ v case t of inl(x)
⇒ [
]:u⊕ inr(y)⇒ [
]:v;
corresponding to the minor premisses of ⊕-elimination.
One interesting aspect of ⊕ concerns the absence of a -rule for the major pre-
miss of ⊕-elimination. Such a rule must simplify a term of the form case 
:t of
inl(x) ⇒ u⊕ inr(y) ⇒ v. One way would be to resolve the choice. However, there
is no way to infer that 
:t= inl(t′) or 
:t= inr(t′), so we cannot simplify such a
term in this way. The absence of such a reduction corresponds to the failure of the
disjunction property in classical logic. More signi9cantly, such a -rule does not make
sense proof–theoretically, because the major premiss of the elimination rule for ⊕ re-
quires the type which must be exchanged to be a disjunction. However, if we were to
permute the naming operation to apply to such a premiss, prior to the elimination, then
this type would have to be ⊥. Consequently, this case does not arise – i.e., because
the elimination rule for intuitionistic disjunction operates on the left-hand side, an in-
teraction of the major premiss of the elimination rule with the naming operations is
not possible. Note that we do have -rules for the major premisses of conjunction and
implication eliminations: by permutations or -expansions, we can always ensure that
the major premiss of the elimination rule is a product or -abstraction, respectively.
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It is now easy to check that all critical pairs arising from the addition of the dis-
junction rules to the -calculus can be completed. In a similar way, Ghani’s proof of
strong normalization can be transferred to the ⊕-calculus. Hence we obtain
Theorem 8. The ⊕-calculus is strongly normalizing and con:uent.
We remark that in our treatment of  and its disjunctive extensions we have con-
sidered neither constants nor (equational) theories. For our purposes, the de9nitional
-equality will suOce. We conjecture that our analyses can be extended to signatures
and theories.
3. The semantics of 
In this section, we give categorical descriptions of classes of models of each of the
-, ⊕- and -calculi and establish soundness and completeness for -models.
We describe a class of concrete, computationally motivated models based on continu-
ations.
3.1. Models
We recall the Ong–Ritter models given in [17], beginning with a sketch of the basic
idea.
We must interpret -sequents, of the form
  t : A; :
Such a sequent represents, as the term t via the propositions-as-types correspondence
[18], a proof of the classical sequent   A; , in which we forget variables and names.
Now, sequents   t : A, which represent, via the propositions-as-types correspondence
[7], proofs in intuitionistic propositional logic, can be interpreted in a bicartesian closed
category [16]. However, it is well known that any attempt to extend this interpretation
to classical sequents by adding an involutive negation must fail because biCCCs with
involutions collapse to Boolean algebras, thereby causing the interpretation to identify
all proofs of a given sequent. The solution adopted in Ong–Ritter models [17] is to
use a 9bration, as follows:
• The base B, which is a category with 9nite products, interprets the named part
of the sequent, . Its arrows f: <=→ <′= interpret compositions of weakenings,
contractions and permutations;
• The 9bre E<= over each object <= of the base is cartesian closed. It interprets
sequents of the form   A, with side-formulH ;
• Finally, we must add suOcient structure to interpret the structural operations, includ-
ing negation. In particular, we must be able to interpret the exchange rule
  t : B; A
; 
  
:[]t : A; B;  ;
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described in Section 2. The key point here is that we move from the 9bre over
A
;  to the 9bre over B;  and must have suOcient structure in the 9bration,
corresponding to the interpretation of  and [− ], to interpret this swap.
It follows that the appropriate categorical de9nitions of models of , ⊕ and 
are as 9brations with universally de9ned extra structure corresponding, respectively, to
each additional logical connective, ⊕ or ∨.
Such models, because they are 9brations, require Beck–Chevalley conditions [28,14]
for each connective which is to be interpreted. These conditions interpret the -rules
for the corresponding type-constructors, ensuring the interpretation of the connectives
is stable with respect to change of base. The requisite de9nitions follow.
Denition 9. A -structure is a split 9bration p :E→B satisfying the following con-
ditions:
1. p :E→B is a 9bred cartesian closed category, i.e., each 9bre is cartesian closed
and re-indexing, i.e., applications of functors f∗, preserves products and function
spaces on the nose;
2. The 9bre E1 over the terminal object 1 in B is canonical: i.e., for any object D of
B, there is a bijection between the objects of ED and E1, with one direction given
by re-indexing along the terminal arrow !D :D→ 1, i.e., applications of the functor
!∗D;
3. The base category B is the free category with 9nite products generated from the
set of objects of the canonical 9bre E1 less a distinguished object ⊥ and all objects
isomorphic to it (note that all arrows in B, a free category with 9nite products, are
compositions of weakening, contractions and permutations);
4. For each projection
wA :D×A→D;
in the base, there is an isomorphism
ED(C; A) ∼= ED×A
(w∗A(C);⊥);
written as s
[−]−→ [
A]s and 
A : t  t, natural in C and D;
5. For any object A of a category C with 9nite products, the :at bre CA is the
category whose objects are objects of C and the morphisms from B to C are mor-
phisms from B×A to C. The previous conditions imply the existence of a bijection
 :E×A→ B(C;D)
∼→ E×A×B(C;D). We require the action  to be functorial, natural
in  and , and to make the following diagram commute:
E×A→ B(C;D)
;A;B−−−−−→ E×A×B(C;D)
[$D]












[$D]
E×A→ B×D(C;⊥) −−−−−→
×D;A;B
E×A×B×D(C;⊥)
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6. A Beck–Chevalley condition holds for → : for each contraction map
c :×(A→B)→×(A→B)×(A→B)
in B we require the following diagram to commute:
E×A→ B×A→ B
;−−−−−→ E×A×A×B×B
c∗A→ B












c∗A ;c
∗
B
E×A→ B −−−−−→

E×A×B
Note that in the composite arrow c∗A; c
∗
B, and subsequent similar situations, we over-
load our notation (as in [17]) by writing c∗A for re-indexing along the relevant “con-
traction map” in the :at bration over E×B×B. For any category D with products
and for every object A of D, the Fat 9bre over A, DA, is de9ned as follows: objects
are objects of D and f : C→D is an arrow in DA just in case f : A×C→D is an
arrow in D;
7. A Beck–Chevalley condition holds for products: for the canonical isomorphism and
the contraction functor, namely
* :E×(A×B)→E×A×E×B and cA :E×A×A→E×A;
the two functors
c∗A×〈〉×〈〉×c∗B ◦ (*×*) ◦ * : E×A×B×A×B→E×A×E×B
and
* ◦ c∗A×B : E×A×B×A×B→E×A×E×B
are equal.
Denition 10. A -model is a pair P= 〈p; < − =〉, where p :E→B is a -structure
and the interpretation <− = :L→p is a function from the syntax of  (denoted L) to
(the components of) p such that <= is an object of B and   t :A;  is interpreted as
morphism <t= : <=→ <A= in the 9bre over <=. The interpretations of variables, pairs and
-abstractions are given in the usual way via projections, products and the exponentials
in the 9bres, respectively. The terms 
:t and [
]t are interpreted by the isomorphism
given in De9nition 9 (4).
We will sometimes write EP(D) for the 9bre over D in the model P and BP for the
base in the model P. Also, we will sometimes write <− =P to denote interpretation in
the model P. We extend structures to account for each of the two forms of disjunction
in the next two de9nitions. In each case, the corresponding de9nition of model requires
an interpretation < − =, extended to L⊕ and L, respectively, as in De9nition 10.
Denition 11. A -structure is called a ⊕-structure if each 9bre has a coproduct
which is stable under re-indexing, i.e., applications of the functor f∗, where f is any
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morphism of B. Additionally, we require the following Beck–Chevalley condition: the
diagram
E
×(A+B)
×C (w
∗
CE;⊥) −−−−−−−−−−−→

E
×(A+B)
 (E; C)
-(A+B)












-(A+B)
E×A×C(w
∗
CE;⊥)×E×B×C(w∗CE;⊥) −−−−−→× E
×A
 (E; C)×E×B (E; C)
commutes, where -(A+B) is the de9ning isomorphism for the co-product in the 9bres.
The de9nition of interpretation < − = can adapted to ⊕-structures in order to give
⊕-models as follows: the term constructors case, inl and inr are interpreted by
the corresponding coproduct constructions.
Given this de9nition of ⊕-models, we can establish soundness and completeness
for ⊕ quite straightforwardly. The existence of a non-trivial term model, essential
to completeness, follows from Theorem 8.
Denition 12. A -structure is a called a -structure if each weakening functor
w∗;A :E→E×A has a right adjoint. We denote by  the de9ning isomorphism
 : HomE(×B)(; A)
∼→ HomE()(; A ∨ B):
We also ask for this adjunction to satisfy a Beck–Chevalley condition, i.e., that the
diagram
E×A∨B×A∨B
∨;∨−−−−−→ E×A×B×A×B
c∗












c∗; c∗
E×A∨B −−−−−→
∨
E×A×B
commutes, where ∨ is the functor given by assigning each morphism f :C→D in
E×A∨B the morphism :[
](−1(:[]f)). The de9nition of interpretation < − = can
adapted to -structures in order to give -models as follows: the interpretation of
terms 
:t and 〈
〉t uses the de9ning isomorphism for ∨.
3.2. Soundness and completeness for 
We take an explicit de9nition of satisfaction.
Denition 13 (satisfaction). Let P= 〈p; <− =〉, where p :E→B, be a -model. De-
9ne
P;  |= (t :A)[]
if and only if there is an arrow <t= : <=→ <A= in E<= and satisfaction respects the struc-
ture of t :A (i.e., |= must be consistent with the reduction relation Red of De9nition 3.
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For example, if t= uv, then we must have P;  |= (u :B→A)[] and P;  |= (v :B)[],
etc.). If, for every -model P, P;  |= (t : A)[], then we write  |=
t : A; .
Proposition 14 (soundness). Let P= 〈p; < − =〉; where p :E→B; be a -model. If
  t :A;  is provable in the -calculus and if each of <=; <=; <A= and <t= is dened
in P; then P;  |= (t : A)[]. Moreover; if t ↔∗ s and t and s are well-formed; then
<t== <s=.
Proof (sketch). By induction on the structure of proofs in the -calculus. As usual,
we need substitution lemmas for each kind of substitution. The standard one states that
substitution for variables is given by categorical composition. For the mixed substitu-
tion, we show that if   t :C; (A⊃B)
; , and   s :A; , then <t[[]us=[
]u]= is given
by 〈Id; <s=〉; (<t=). Similarly, if   t :C; (A ∧ B)
; , then <t[[](u)=[
]u]== (*(<t=)),
and if   t :C; (A ∨ B)
, then <t[[
′]〈〉u=[
]u]== ∨(<t=). Note the roˆle of the Beck–
Chevalley conditions here.
As an example, we give the constructions for 
:t. Suppose we are given a term
  t :A; B;  and let <t= : <=→ <A= be the corresponding morphism in E<B×= which,
by the induction hypothesis, exists. By using the isomorphism , we obtain a morphism
t′ :→ <A ∨ B= which is equal to <
:t=, and hence we have P;  |= (t :A ∨ B)[]. The
other cases are similar.
Lemma 15 (model existence). If  0 t :A; ; then there is a -model T= 〈.; < −
=T 〉T such that T;  |= (t :A)[]
Proof (sketch). As usual, T is the term model. Hence, de9ne the split 9bration . :
ET→BT as follows.
The objects of BT are succedents . The arrows of BT are terms s that are com-
positions of the basic terms for permutation, p : →0, “weakening”, wA : ×A→
and “contraction”, cA : ×A→×A×A. The mapping <− =T is then simply <=T=,
etc.
The 9bre over each  has as objects lists of types and as morphisms from 
to ′=(A1; : : : ; An) tuples (t1; : : : ; tn) of normal forms such that   ti :Ai; . The
-abstraction provides exponentiation in the 9bres.
The isomorphism between E(C; A) and E×A(w∗A(C);⊥) is given by the term con-
structors  and [ ]. The isomorphism de9ning disjunctions is given by the term con-
structors for disjunction.
Proposition 16 (completeness).
  t :A;  i?  |= t :A; 
Proof. The (only if) is just soundness. For the (if), we suppose that  0 t : A; . Then
Lemma 15 yields a contradiction.
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It follows that we can regard  as the internal language of a -structure.
We remark upon the similarity of the soundness and completeness arguments for
 and ⊕ (see the paragraph after De9nition 11). Because both the -calculus
and the ⊕-calculus are conFuent, they provide, respectively, instances of - and
⊕-structures which are non-degenerate, i.e., in which not all hom-sets have only one
element. However, the existence of non-trivial instances of models of both disjunctions
reveals much about the semantic structure of classical proofs. This is the subject of
Section 4.
3.3. Continuations: concrete, computational models
In the denotational semantics of programming languages, e.g., [27,22], in which
programs are given a functional interpretation over structures such as the category of
complete partial orders, an important technique is to intepret not only the linguis-
tic constructs of the programming language but also its control rAegime. A semantic
structure commonly used for this purpose is called a continuation.
The idea is that a continuation models a change of control during the evaluation of
a program with respect to given data: we temporarily suspend the current computation,
carry out another, subsidiary, one and after a while resume the original one. Thus
a continuation describes how to complete the subsidiary computation and return to
the original computation. Continuations are commonly used to describe, inter alia,
backtracking [27,10], co-routines [27] and evaluation strategies [21]. A survey of the
various origins of the idea can be found in [26].
Rather than attempt a general de9nition, we describe a category of continuations,
introduced by Hofmann and Streicher [12], which can be extended so as to cor-
respond to a semantics of classical proofs as represented by the terms of the -
calculus.
The -calculus can be used to describe continuations as follows: a continuation of
type A is described as the type ¬A. The intuition is that a continuation expects a term
of type A and produces some value which is never used because the control context
changes. One could take any type R (for responses) for the type of these values, but
as it is never used, the -calculus uses ⊥ for the type of these values. The creation
of a continuation is then described by a term of type A⊃¬¬A because it transforms
a value of type A into a continuation ¬A. The other direction, namely the evaluation
of a continuation, gives a term of type ¬¬A⊃A. With these two control operators it
is possible to de9ne an operational semantics which treats each term as a continuation
rather than having a value.
This syntactic view has a semantic correspondence: Hofmann and Streicher de9ne
a category of continuations as a category C with a distinguished class T of objects
of C called type objects and a distinguished type object R of responses. In addition
there is a chosen cartesian product  · A for every object  and type A, and chosen
terminal objects [ ] and 1 ∈ T . Moreover, for each type object A there is a chosen
exponential RA ∈ T , and for any two type objects A and B a chosen cartesian product
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RA · B ∈ T of RA and B. A -term   t :A;  is interpreted in such a category as a
map R<= · <=→R<A=.
To interpret conjunctions, we ask in addition for sums of types in the category, and
can then de9ne <A ∧ B== <A= + <B=, and use standard isomorphisms involving sums,
products and exponentials to de9ne the interpretation of -terms involving products
or projections.
The classical disjunction requires the closure of T under products A · B for every
A; B ∈ T : we can de9ne
<A ∨ B== <A= · <B=
and use the natural isomorphism between
Hom(R<= · <=; R<A=·<B=) and Hom(R<= · <= · <B=; R<A=)
as the categorical counterpart of the introduction and elimination rules for disjunction.
A similar construction for the intuitionistic disjunction ⊕ seems to be more diOcult
to obtain. For the soundness theorem we require
Hom(R<A⊕B= · <=; R<C=) ∼= Hom(R<A=×<=; R<C=) · Hom(R<B= · <=; R<C=);
but there is no obvious way of de9ning <A ⊕ B= in a cartesian closed category such
that R<A⊕B= ∼= R<A= + R<B=. As we will see in the next section intuitionistic and classical
disjunction do not coincide proof–theoretically: we show that a -calculus where
classical and intuitionistic disjunction coincide is trivial in the sense that all terms of
the same type are equal.
Hofmann and Streicher prove completeness for -categories by de9ning a continua-
tion category C from the syntax of the -calculus. Objects are (continuation) contexts
=A
11 ; : : : ; A

n
n ; a morphism from  to A is a certain -term t such that  t: A⊃⊥; .
The intuition is that t transforms the name 
i of type Ai to a continuation of type A,
which is the type A⊃⊥. The condition on the term is that for any observer o (any
-term of type ¬¬A) the two possible terms for execution of the continuations t by
the observer, namely ot and t(
A:o( x: A:[
]x)), are equal. The type of responses is
9xed as ⊥⊃⊥. It follows from the naturality of their de9nitions, i.e., they respect
substitution, that the completeness result can be extended to cover conjunction and
classical disjunction.
Hofmann and Streicher also prove that the continuation categories are universal for
the -calculus in the sense that for each -theory (i.e., a -calculus with some ad-
ditional judgemental equalities between terms) there is a continuation category (namely
the term model) such that there is a map from this model to any other -model which
respects the interpretation of -terms in both models. Again, it follows from the nat-
urality of their de9nitions, i.e., they respect substitution, that the universality result can
be extended to cover conjunction and classical disjunction.
The completeness of our categorical model implies that we must be able to trans-
form each continuation category into a -structure. For this construction, we view
this category as a category of display maps [13]; then we exploit a standard construc-
tion which transforms categories of display maps into 9brations [14]. We sketch this
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construction, but omit the detailed veri9cation that the structure we de9ne is indeed a
-structure, as follows:
• The base category B has as objects the objects of C and all morphisms necessary
to make C a cartesian category;
• Objects of the 9bre E are projection morphisms  · A→;
• Morphisms from  ·A→ to  ·B→ are morphisms f in C such that B ◦f= A,
where B and A are the projections corresponding to  · B and  · A, respectively;
• Given a morphism f :→ the functor E(f) transforms an object  · A→ to
 · A→ and a morphism h into ′ ◦ (Id×h) ◦ (Id×f), where ′ is the projection
from  ·  · B to  · B;
• The object ⊥ is R;
• The isomorphism between E(C; A) and E·A(C;⊥) is captured by the bijection
between  · A→R and →RA in C;
• The naturality and Beck–Chevalley condition of the bijection  follow from the fact
that E(f) is de9ned by composition.
The veri9cation that interpretations of  are indeed well de9ned in this structure, so
yielding our de9nition of a -model, is routine.
Finally, we remark that Hofmann and Streicher also show that the interpretation of
a -term t in the syntactic continuation category is obtained by replacing each object
variable x by a term which describes the execution of a continuation given be a new
name 
. This interpretation transforms each term into a continuation. This property too
extends to .
4. Comparing the disjunctions and the De Morgan laws
The “intuitionistic” (i.e., single-conclusioned) and “classical” (i.e., multiple-
conclusioned) versions of classical disjunction have the same proof–theoretic strength.
However, when we consider the semantics of proof-terms, the two disjunctions are
fundamentally diRerent in the sense that their identi9cation leads to a model in which
any provable sequent has at most one proof, i.e., a model in which (the interpretations
of) ⊕ and ∨ are isomorphic must be such that each 9bre is a Boolean algebra. This
can be seen very easily using the notion of model we have given.
Theorem 17. Let p be a -structure. If p is also both a +-structure and a
-structure and if the objects 1 + 1 and 1 ∨ 1 are isomorphic in each bre; then
each bre of p is a Boolean algebra.
Proof. There is exactly one map 1→ 1 ∨ 1 in any 9bre E, namely the map corre-
sponding to the unique map ! : 1→ 1 in E×1 under the adjunction de9ning ∨. Because
1∨1 and 1+1 are isomorphic by assumption, there is exactly one map 1→ 1+1, and
hence
inr= inl : 1→ 1 + 1:
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We have to show that there is at most one morphism between any two objects in
any given 9bre. So suppose f :A→B and g :A→B are two morphisms in any 9bre.
Because each 9bre is cartesian closed, it suOces to show that for the curried morphisms
we have
fˆ= gˆ : 1→A→B:
As inl= inr, we obtain the following sequence of equations:
fˆ = (fˆ + gˆ) ◦ inl
= (fˆ + gˆ) ◦ inr
= gˆ:
Note that this argument relies critically on extensionality: it does not apply to
non-extensional systems. Because it is diOcult to de9ne the intuitionistic disjunction
in the continuations model, this theorem indicates that the classical disjunction is the
more appropriate one for the -calculus: it has a natural interpretation in both the
9bred and the continuations model, whereas, it is diOcult to reconcile the intuitionistic
disjunction with the continuations interpretation.
Proof–theoretically, this result asserts the non-triviality of the structural rules. At the
level of consequence, the equivalence of ⊕ and ∨ relies on the structural rules of LK.
Forcing the interpretations of ⊕ and ∨ to be isomorphic forces the interpretation of
the structural rules to be too trivial and collapse follows.
Some intrinsically classical identities also work at the level of provability. One ex-
ample is the classical equivalence between ¬A∨B and A⊃B and one of the De Morgan
laws, namely ¬(A∧B) ∼= ¬A∨¬B. For brevity, we will abuse notation and use logical
expressions to denote the corresponding categorical structures, thereby by facilitating a
proofs via the internal language of -structures.
Theorem 18. In any -structure; we have ¬A ∨ B ∼= A⊃B.
Proof. We use the internal language for the proof. Consider the -terms f: A⊃B 
B:a: A:[]fa: ¬A∨B, which we will abbreviate by t, and v: ¬A∨B  a: A::(〈〉v)
a: A⊃B, which we will abbreviate by u. These two terms show that ¬A∨B and A⊃B
are isomorphic.
First, we calculate t[u=f], with v: ¬A ∨ B  t[v=f]: ¬A ∨ B:
t[u=f] = (:a: A:[]fa)[a: A::(〈〉v)a=f]
= :a: A:(〈〉v)a
= :〈〉v
= v:
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Second, we calculate the other direction, u[t=v], with f :A⊃B  u[t=v] :A⊃B:
u[t=v] = (a: A::(〈〉v)a)[:a: A:[]fa=v]
= a: A::(〈〉:a: A:[]fa)a
= a: A::[]:fa
= f:
The equivalence of this theorem can also be shown semantically using the continuation
category: We have <¬A ∨ B==R<A= · <B== <A⊃B=. Note that this result does not imply
that we can use ∨ to de9ne ⊃ or vice versa. Because we do not have ¬¬A ∼= A, we
do not have A ∨ B ∼= ¬A⊃B. As we have de9ned negation ¬A as A⊃⊥, we cannot
eliminate ⊃ either.
The absence of ¬¬A ∼= A also makes it impossible to infer statements about the De
Morgan dualities from the previous two theorems. In fact, one of the dualities holds
proof–theoretically, the other one does not. Again, we give both an argument in the
internal language and using the continuations category.
Theorem 19. In any -structure; we have ¬(A ∧ B) ∼= ¬A ∨ ¬B but not in general
¬(A ∨ B) ∼= ¬A ∧ ¬B.
Proof. First, we give the arguments using the internal language. For the isomorphism
between ¬(A∧B) and ¬A∨¬B, consider the terms t=f: ¬(A∧B)  :a:[]b:f〈a; b〉
and u= c: A∧B:(:(〈〉h)c)′c. We have to show that u[t=h] and t[u=f] are f and
h, respectively:
u[t=h] = c: A ∧ B:(:(〈〉:a:[]b:f〈a; b〉)c)′c
= c:([]b:f〈c; b〉)′c
= c:f〈c; ′c〉
= f;
t[u=f] = :a:[]b:(c: A ∧ B:(:(〈〉h)c)′c)〈a; b〉
= :a:[]b:(:(〈〉h)a)b
= :a:(〈〉h)a
= h:
Now consider the terms t= h: ¬(A∨B)  〈a:h(:a); b:h(:
:[]b〉 and u=d: ¬A∧
¬B  c:′d(:d(〈〉c)). We have
t[u=h] = 〈a:(c:′d(:d(〈〉c)))(:a); b:(c:′d(:d(〈〉c)))(:
:[]b)〉
= 〈a:′d(:(d)a); b:′d(:(d)
:[]b)〉;
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u[t=d] = c:(b:h(:
:[]b))(:(a:h(:a))(〈〉c))
= c:(b:h(:
:[]b))(:hc)
= c:h(:
:hc):
Both terms are irreducible, hence not the identity.
In the continuation categories we can reason as follows:
<¬(A ∧ B)==R<A=+<B= ∼= R<A= · R<B== <¬A ∨ ¬B=
and
<¬(A ∨ B)==R<A·B= ∼= R<A= + R<B== <¬A ∧ ¬B=:
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